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Broxtowe Borough Council    Date: 18th August 2020 
Planning Department     Our Ref: N1157/MJ 
Council Offices 
Foster Avenue 
Beeston 
Nottingham 
NG9 1AB 
FAO Mrs Emma Palmer-Barnes 
 
Dear Emma, 
 
Re: Former Bramcote Hills Golf Course 
Planning Ref: 20/00058/REM 
 
Further to our recent discussions and various emails concerning design comments for the 
scheme at Bramcote Hills Golf Club, we have considered all comments and have addressed 
the various issues raised (including the latest in your email dated 5th August 2020), in the 
revised drawings and some new drawings to supercede those originally submitted. These 
have all been sent under separate cover due to file size, to which you have acknowledged 
safe receipt by email earlier today. As requested, we attempt to summarise briefly the various 
amendments below:  
 

1 Site Layout plans (overall and as proposed) confirming the minimum wildlife 
corridors of 15m to the elevations of the buildings. The building density along the 
sites northern boundary has been reviewed and redesigned to remove all 3 storey 
elements and all roof gardens facing north towards the existing dwellings of Gateford 
Close/Wembley Gardens. The entire elevation is set at approx. 6m to eaves level of 
the north elevation. Window positions and orientations have been further 
considered within the architectural language of the elevational design, with ‘oriel 
windows’ added to first floor living areas to avoid any direct impacts, particularly given 
the separating distances achieved together with the substantial intervening 
tree/natural vegetation screening through all seasons – some of this is a ‘double 
boundary’ on the southern side of the public right of way and there is further planting 
and fence enclosures offering screening from users of the public right of way to the 
existing dwellings set below and beyond. Detailed enhancements and ‘gapping up’ of 
the existing boundary planting is illustrated within the detailed soft landscape 
proposals. 

2 Illustrative  ‘artists impression’ views and the viewpoint locations. 
3 Additional views ‘for information’ that have been requested. 
4 Sections through the site and clarification of the relevant offset distances. With 

respect to first flats, all windows in north elevations are either ‘secondary’ living 
spaces eg bedrooms, or have ‘oriel windows’ as suggested and achieve separation 
distances as a minimum of 37.2m, 40.5m and 38m ‘back to back’ and 28.5m ‘back to 
side’ with intervening tree/hedgeline screening. Where introduced in lieu of 
bungalows to maintain the overall quantum of units and viability of development, the 
two storey element have minimal windows to the north elevation, bathroom (noted 
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as opaque) and have been designed with flat roofs containing further PV panels to 
assist in energy efficiency, carbon reduction and to lessen any impact. 

5 Individual housetypes plans and elevations. 
6 Detailed Landscape design strategy and Consulting Engineer’s highways design 

drawings. 
 
As described in emails over the past few months (namely 28th July and 13th August), in 
response to your further comments of 17th June and 5th August, the principle design changes 
have reduced the scale and massing of the ‘extra care’ and ‘independent living’ buildings in 
particular and have added specific renewable energy technology provision and other 
sustainable design features such as solar PV panel provision and ‘green roofs’ at both ends 
of the extra care building, appropriate to the context. We have also added details of the 
overall soft landscape design strategy and some specific structural and general soft planting, 
potential for electric vehicle charging provision, together with refuse bin and cycle storage on 
site. In addition, the levels at the access to the site have been amended to accord with the 
requirements of Nottinghamshire County Council Highways comments and the vehicle 
tracking through the site has been checked and verified for a refuse vehicle/fire appliance. 
The specific question raised as to whether the highway is  to be ‘adopted’ and choice of refuse 
operator will be decided in due course by the developer/care operator, however the 
highways infrastructure has been designed and is capable of meeting the adopted standards 
required by Nottinghamshire County Council. 
 
With specific regard to the northern boundary and gaps to vegetation to the south of No 21 
Gateford Close, we have specifically addressed this issue with new planting illustrated within 
our site boundary. The specific “gapping” occurring here is as a result of relatively recent past 
works undertaken by Broxtowe BC removing trees/vegetation land belonging to 
Nottinghamshire County Council as part of their PRoW obligations. It is of course noted that 
there is no built form in this location. We have also removed any public terrace areas adjacent 
the northern boundary, including the proposed decking that previously extended into the 
‘wet pond’ area. The additional planting/enhancements to the ‘gaps’ would be proposed to 
be undertaken in the first planting season following commencement of any enabling works, 
on site. This would allow the planting to establish itself and mature during any phased 
construction of the ongoing various elements. 
 
The detailed design of the swales and detention basins is illustrated in line with the 
Sustainable Drainage Strategy, previously provided at outline approval stage by BSP 
Consulting Engineers. In relation to this, the site lies outside of the Environment Agency Flood 
Risk Area and historic evidence states that the site lies in Flood Zone 1 and is not at risk of 
flooding. Site geology records indicates the ground has capacity for infiltration subject to 
further investigation/verification. The primary means of surface water drainage from any 
impermeable surfaces or engineered permeable collection, will be via piped underground 
systems of drainage in accordance with sustainable urban drainage stytems (SUDs). In this 
manner the storm water collected will be retained [temporarily stored] on site and released 
slowly at agreed discharge rates ti mimic greenfield discharge rates. This will be by 
attenuation tanks, swales and the stormwater basin. Other than the small ‘wet pond’ provided 
adjacent the eastern end of the extracare building, as part of the landscape 
enhancement/biodiversity strategy, these storage features are designed to fully empty over 
a ‘delay period’ and remain dry between major storm events. Severn Trent Water Ltd have 
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indicated that sufficient capacity is currently available within the sewers downstream of the 
proposed site to take unrestricted foul water and surface water discharged at 5 litres per 
second per hectare, known as ‘greenfield run-off rate’. Anything in excess of this rate is stored 
on site and released in the period, generally 24 to 48 hours, after the storm has passed. 
 
A more detailed submission based upon an intrusive site investigation to specifically conduct 
BRE365 soakaway testing at various locations, will be undertaken, to allow submissions to 
agree & discharge Conditions 10 & 11, seperately in due course to accord with the 
requirements of Severn Trent Water Ltd and the Lead Local Flood Authority. 
 
We note the comments raised in respect of potential ground gas migration from Bramcote 
Quarry, on Coventry Lane. It is our understanding that this was addressed in BSP’s Phase 1 
Desktop report and is not subject to a Condition. However, Item 5.1.3 on Page 9 of BSP’s 
Phase 1 Report determines that it is very unlikely given the depth of cutting forming Moor 
Road, that there is any likelihood of ground gas migration. However, as stated above in 
respect of Conditions 10 & 11, the Phase 2 site investigation will iconfirm ground gas results 
to enable a submission to discharge this condition seperately in due course. 
 
One of the specific concerns raised from neighbour consultation related to the relationship 
with Wembley Gardens and thus the new visual montage and sections through the site 
explain these specific issues in more detail. The further modifications to the elevational 
treatment to the northern elevation of the extracare building provides a substantial reduction 
in the overall height and mass, to reflect the pitched roof two storey dwelling adjacent. The 
sections through the building and the central break of the extra care building (where the two 
sides of the building pivot to follow the topography of the site) break down the elemental 
form of the building into smaller elements, which again lessens the overall impact.  
The replacement of the ‘northern’ edge bungalow units with 1 bed flats (two storey flat 
roofed) and the creation of a new combined community hub at the ‘base’ (eastern end) of the 
extra care building enables 7units to be taken out of the extra care building. Across the site 
there is no overall loss of units, maintaining the originally proposed 100 units in accordance 
with the outline planning approval. 
 
Another area of concern raised was the location of the ‘extra care building’, with a suggestion 
that it should be positioned to the western end of the site, parallel with Moor Lane. This 
location was discounted for three reasons. Firstly, the logical progression through the site 
from a masterplanning design perspective means that the most important building (the extra 
care building) should be the first or one of the first buildings that you come to. Secondly, the 
topography of the site means that the buildings that follow the contours of the site and 
reduce the amount of earth moving/excavation and cart away  and the provision of essential 
level access entry/exits are much more straightforward (as shown). The extra care building, if 
located along the western boundary would cut across the topography, into the slope of the 
site making groundworks more complex and thirdly, from a visual perspective, views from the 
open countryside would be significantly compromised and harmed (as shown on dwg 113), 
contrary with the original intentions of locating the taller buildings to lower slopes where the 
lower lying topography of the site, consistent with the existing surrounding two storey 
residential dwellings to Wembley Gardens and Gateford Close, screened by the existing 
mature vegetation along the northern boundary. In this manner, the proposed development 
is hidden from direct sight and mid to long range views. 
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The specific comments of your Parks & Green Spaces Manager together with Ben Drivers 
(NWT)  have been taken into account and the additional detail has been added to the overall 
Landscape design strategy drawings and specification accordingly: 

• Boundaries - a 1.8m high paladin/weldmesh fence was already shown for the 
northern boundary & this has been made clearer on the revised drawing. 

• Circular trail and secondary path surfaces - all gritstone paths have been changed 
to coloured tarmac e.g. Ulticolour; 

• Trees - Tree species are now indicated on plan with their quantities scheduled. 
More trees have been added. Ulmus glabra has been removed from the proposed 
species list; 

• Hedges - the 2 types of hedges are now distinguished on plan (site boundaries 
C.1/ garden boundaries C.2); 

• Marginal plant densities included on schedule; 
• Wildflower meadow - Naturescape 'N12 Acid soil meadow mix' is now included  
• All planted areas outside gardens, native species or native varieties are specified; 
• details of bird boxes and bat bricks and hibernacula (quantities are yet to be 

agreed); 
 

 In due course, more specific individual planting and setting out schedules will be submitted 
and we request that this be conditioned by an appropriate phasing condition, to be 
discharged prior to occupation in due course. 
 
In respect of your email dated 21st May 2020 regarding the ecological survey, we attach from 
‘fpcr’ (the originators of the Phase 1 habitat survey  dated June 2014) their letter/report 
providing an update/review dated 15th June 2020. In this update report, fpcr conclude that 
the findings of the original report remain valid with no significant change. 
 
As requested, we also list below a brief summary of design changes issued in the emailed 
issues of drawings sent on 29.05.20, for ease of reference:  
 
101_P_ As proposed overall siteplan 
Massing of two main buildings reduced / entrance road gradient amended 
(Extra care building has 7 less units / independent living building has 2 extra units as  
the lower ground floor community hub is moved to combine with village hub south east of the 
extra care building & /bungalows 19 to 23 replaced by 6 x 1 bed flat units) 
Overall 100 units maintained + masterplan updated with landscape and road design 
 
104_L_Long sections 
Extra care and independent living buildings reduced in scale / massing 
 
105_K_Building Sections D-D & E-E 
Extra care and independent living buildings reduced in scale / massing 
 
107_F_Siteplan street view locations 
Additional view (13) added (following email dated 18.02.20) 
 
115_H_ and 116_ As proposed illustrative views 
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Building massing reduced and wild meadow planting added 
 
110_L_As proposed siteplan 
Massing of two main buildings reduced / turning head, bin+bike+EVs added 
(Extra care building has 7 less units / independent living building has 2 extra units as the lower 
ground floor community hub is moved to combine with village hub south east of the extra care 
building & bunglaows 19to 23 replaced by 6 x 1 bed flat units) 
 
Overall 100 units maintained + masterplan updated with landscape and road design 
 
111_C_Offset distances to surroundings 
Extra care and independent living buildings reduced in scale / massing 
 
112_-_Additional artist’s impression 
 
113_-_Additional western boundary view 
 
114_-_Long sections (existing) 
 
116_ Section through Angled Oriel Window 
Additional as requested 
 
GA_109_D_Landscape strategy 1 of 2 
Revised highway alignment (turning head/roundabout) 
bin store locations shown and general key amended, site layout updated. 
  
GA_109_D_Landscape strategy 2 of 2 
Amendment of proposed spot levels to highway; key amended, site layout updated. 
 
205_A_ Independent Living Elevations 
Independent living building reduced in scale / massing (room in roof effect) 
 
206_D_ Extra Care building Elevations 
Extra care building reduced in scale / massing (six units omitted) 
 
208_C_ As Proposed Bungalow Buff LH 
 
209_C_ As Proposed Bungalow Buff RH 
 
210_C_ As Proposed Bungalow Red LH 
 
213_C_ As Proposed Bungalow Buff LH Alt 
 
308_B_Independent living lower ground and ground floor plan 
Retail space replaced with 2 units; Scooter and bike store locations added 
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309_C_Independent living first floor and roof plan 
Independent living building reduced in scale / massing (room in roof effect) 
Roof over entrance lobby amended; rooftop solar pv panel array added 
 
310_E__Extra Care lower ground and ground floor plan 
Village hub design amended; grass roof over retail space; staff access door added 
 
311_E_Extra Care first floor plan and roof plan 
Extra care building reduced in scale / massing (four units omitted) 
Green roof terrace to western end of building; revised village hub to eastern end 
 
New drawings: 
312_A_ 1 bed flats Independent Living (PLANS) 
313_B_ 1 bed flats Independent Living (ELEVATIONS) 
 
  
We trust that the enclosed is self explanatory, however if you require any further 
clareification, please contact us accordingly. 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

Mark Jermy 
Senior Partner • Architect 
Cc  Sheila Rathour  - Champions Gate Ltd  

 




